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Two Brooklyn College professors under attack
Joan Scott headed AAUP’s Committee A.

AAUP to question CUNY
By PETER HOGNESS

Four recent cases called ‘disturbing’

On June 10, delegates at the annual
meeting of the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP) in
Washington called for an “inquiry into the conditions of academic freedom and due process at CUNY.”
The AAUP’s concern was sparked
by four recent cases at CUNY: the
weak administration response to
press attacks on two faculty members at Brooklyn College (see right),
John Jay College’s ban on the employment of adjunct Susan Rosenberg, and the dismissal of York College adjunct Mohammed Yousry.
“There have now been several
distinct incidents on different campuses,” AAUP General Secretary
Roger Bowen told Clarion. “There’s
an apparent trend that causes great
concern.”

tial pattern, said Scott, “problems Yousry was dismissed simply bewith academic freedom that have cause of the fact of the indictment.
come up anywhere in the system But when CUNY General Counsel
should be looked into.” AAUP staff Frederick Schaffer commented on
want to learn more about the work the AAUP investigators’ report, he
of the Hunter College Senate’s Se- wrote that “the chancellor’s decilect Committee on Academic Free- sion was motivated in part out of a
concern that public confidence
dom, according to PSC officials.
Asked about the AAUP inquiry, would suffer if Mr. Yousry were permitted to continue teachVice Chancellor for Univering at York College.”
sity Relations Jay Hershen- Does CUNY
explained that
son said only, “We are confiallow political (Schaffer
some of Yousry’s courses
dent that CUNY has acted
consistently with the impor- interference? dealt with the Middle
East – but did not mentant principles of academic
tion that Yousry’s teaching evaluafreedom.”
More than a month after PSC tions specifically praised him for
President Bowen wrote to Chancel- handling this volatile topic with
lor Goldstein on the attacks at “dispassion and balance.”)
“The general counsel’s comBrooklyn College, the chancellor
had not responded. “The chancel- ments,” said Scott, “seemed to conlor’s silence speaks volumes,” the firm something we had suspected –
PSC’s Barbara Bowen said. “It sends that they were making their decithe clear message that academic sion very much with the public reacfreedom is not valued at CUNY – tion in mind. And that’s not the way
and without protection from political academic freedom gets protected.”
interference, real research and The subsequent cases at John Jay
teaching are impossible. A second- and Brooklyn “suggested that there
class research climate is not good was a bigger problem than the extraordinary case of Yousry,” she
enough for CUNY.”
“Threats to academic freedom at told Clarion.
Susan Rosenberg had taught at
CUNY have become so widespread
because of structural problems,” John Jay without incident for seversaid PSC First Vice President Steve al semesters – until police groups
London. First, London said, CUNY protested against her employment
opposes giving adjunct faculty due by the college. A former member of
process rights in rehiring. Adjuncts the Weather Underground, Rosenteach about one-half of CUNY’s berg had spent 16 years in prison for
courses. Second, London argued, possession of explosives. Although
CUNY’s chronic underfunding leads no one questioned her conduct or
presidents to fear any publicity that competence in the classroom, John
might damage private fundraising Jay President Jeremy Travis anor efforts to boost enrollment, de- nounced in December that no department would be allowed to hire
priving colleges of tuition dollars.
Rosenberg in the future. “I wrote to
PROCEDURAL QUESTIONS
President Travis about it,” said
The AAUP had already investigat- Roger Bowen. “His response was
ed CUNY’s treatment of Yousry, an less than satisfactory.”
adjunct who was dismissed after beThe AAUP has received a reing indicted on terrorism charges sponse from CUNY’s chancellor to
with attorney Lynne Stewart, for the resolution adopted by the annuwhom he worked as a legal transla- al meeting, and Chancellor Goldtor. Yousry has since been convicted stein has asked for additional inforand has appealed. In the AAUP in- mation. Roger Bowen said that spevestigation, Roger Bowen said, “we cific decisions about the direction of
were not looking at his guilt or inno- the inquiry and who will carry it out
cence but at the procedural protec- will be made after further extions for faculty who stand accused.” changes with the Chancellor, with
CUNY initially maintained that an announcement likely in the fall.

IS IT A TREND?
The events at Brooklyn College,
which unfolded in the weeks just prior to the AAUP meeting, heightened
the organization’s misgivings. “The
president of Brooklyn College made
public comments about investigating
a sociology professor based on his
personal views, and that was disturbing,” said Bowen (no relation to PSC
President Barbara Bowen). Press attacks on education faculty at Brooklyn also worried delegates, he said.
“The larger question of the extent
to which CUNY’s central administration will stand up for academic
freedom seemed to be raised in a
very dramatic way by these new developments,” said Joan Scott, outgoing chair of the AAUP’s Committee
A on Academic Freedom. “If they’re
going to run every time the New
York Sun publishes a tabloid article,
then there are a lot of people who
are going to be in danger.”
Committee A told the annual
meeting that there was “a possible
pattern of failure to safeguard the
University from political interference in matters of academic appointments” at CUNY.
The inquiry, which could ultimately lead to a full AAUP investigation, is more wide-ranging than
usual. AAUP inquiries and investigations usually focus on an individual case. But in examining a poten-

Weak response from administration

Two Brooklyn College professors
and the college’s School of Educa- left). “These attacks have produced
tion were in the headlines in May an atmosphere of fear and intimidaand June, under attack in the daily tion,” it stated. “Academic freedom
press. In response, the PSC urged a is in jeopardy at Brooklyn College.”
firm stand against political interferDavid Bloomfield, vice chair of
ence with academic decisions, and the Brooklyn chapter, told Clarion,
demanded that the college presi- “Because of the voice we’re providdent and CUNY’s chancellor speak ing for academic freedom, the union
out in defense of faculty members’ has received increased support
rights.
across campus and across CUNY
“What happened at the college is and beyond.”
that management did not
The first article apstand up for academic free- College fails peared in the New York
dom,” said Nancy Romer, a
Sun, and was picked up by
member of the PSC Executive to defend
the Daily News under the
Council and professor of psy- academic
headline,
“Top
prof
chology at Brooklyn. “That is
sparks outrage.” The pafreedom
very disturbing.”
pers assailed the sociolo“The Brooklyn College facgy department’s election
ulty and the union University-wide of Timothy Shortell as chair, citing
rallied to the defense of our col- an anti-religious essay he wrote in
leagues and academic freedom,” said 2001 and posted on a personal webPSC First VP Steve London, associ- site. “Can there be any doubt that
ate professor of political science at humanity would be better off withBC. “The PSC will continue to moni- out religion?” Shortell had asked.
tor the situation and press manage- “In the name of their faith, these
ment to speak out.”
moral retards are…doing real harm
to others.”
INVESTIGATION INVITED
The Sun’s May 18 editorial asked,
A resolution adopted by the cam- “How could someone who…deems
pus PSC chapter asked for an inves- people of faith ‘moral retards’ possitigation by the American Associa- bly be fair in evaluating the tenure
tion of University Professors (see candidacies of an Orthodox Jew or an

What is the NY Sun?
The New York Sun was launched in
2002 by a group of wealthy rightwing investors, including Richard
Gilder and Roger Hertog, two former chairmen of the Manhattan Institute. Their stated aim was to
build a politically influential paper
as a conservative alternative to The
New York Times.
How conservative? Here’s one example: shortly before NYC’s massive anti-war march in February
2003, a Sun editorial suggested that
the NYPD “allow the protest and
send two witnesses along for each
participant, with an eye toward preserving at least the possibility of an
eventual treason prosecution.”

RIGHTWARD TILT
But editorials weren’t the main
place where the Sun’s backers
thought that the Times should tilt
more to the right – it was the news.
The goal of the Sun was not to be
“objective” – indeed, its president
and founding editor, Seth Lipsky,
heaps scorn on the idea. “If it’s
objective, you would fall asleep
reading it – if you could still read it
after throwing up on it,” Lipsky told
a group of Yale students in late 2003.
“I don’t believe in journalists having
‘responsibility,’” he said.
September 2004 saw the resignation of Sun news editor Stuart Marques, a veteran of the Daily News,
the NY Post and other papers.

“Sources say he clashed with Sun
President and Editor Seth Lipsky
over the hardline conservative political direction of the fledgling paper,” the NY Post reported.
The Sun is thus a very different
enterprise from a paper like the
Wall Street Journal, which keeps its
conservative editorials largely separate from its news reporting. It is
more like Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s
Washington Times, with its political
biases driving its approach to the
news.
In a recently leaked e-mail, managing editor Robert Messenger conceded that the Sun is not a “conservative general interest newspaper”
but “a niche product catering to a
specific audience.”
The Sun’s circulation is said to be
around 60,000 – or about three times
the size of Clarion’s. That leaves it
some distance from challenging
either the Times, with 1.1 million, or
the Post, with a little under 700,000.
However, even 60,000 may be an
inflated figure. According to an
NYC wholesaler’s employee, who
wrote last year to the Poynter Institute’s influential journalism website, the Sun only charges newsstands a penny per copy. At that
rate, wrote William Breen, “it
doesn’t pay for dealers to return
unsold copies....Virtually every
copy they print is ‘sold.’”
-PH

observant Catholic?” It urged Brooklyn College President Christoph Kimmich to reject the department’s
choice of chair, and expressed the
hope that he would “be pressured by
the CUNY trustees to act.”
Kimmich did not wait long to respond. Instead of forwarding Shortell’s name to the Board of Trustees,
the usual procedure for election of
department chairs, the president
sent a letter to both the Sun and the
News. “I have convened a committee of three high-ranking Brooklyn
College officials and asked them to
investigate the situation,” Kimmich
announced. The letter denounced
Shortell’s views and said that while
he has a right to express them,
“what is not protected is the injection of views like these into the
classroom or…responsibilities he
might assume as chair of the sociology department.” Kimmich conceded, however, that no one had actually accused Shortell of misconduct
toward any students or colleagues.
He did not specify what the committee had been asked to investigate.
In an interview with the online
journal Inside Higher Ed, Shortell
said that his critics forget “the nature of professional ethics.” For example, he said, “I don’t worry when
I visit my dentist…that I am going to
receive substandard care because
he is a conservative Republican and
I am not.” Shortell said he had always “treat[ed] people fairly in my
professional role.”

PERSONAL WRITING
On his personal website, Shortell
wrote that “the world is filled with
reasonable people” who are religious, including some of his friends.
He compared the “manifesto”
rhetoric of his anti-religion essay to
booing at a sports event: “Is it a
gross overgeneralization? Of course
it is.” He is quite aware, he wrote,
that “the manifesto is not an appropriate form of speech in other contexts, such as the classroom.”
Although the Sun has attacked
Shortell for the same essay before,
in 2003, it has never criticized his
professional work – much of which
deals with the sociology of religion.
He has written on the Catholic
Church in modern Central America
and on religious discourse in the US
abolition movement, and PSC First
VP London noted that it is Shortell’s
scholarly work that was the basis
for his hiring, promotion and tenure.
“Potshots from the conservative
press are no substitute for professional review,” London said.
The Sun stayed on the offensive.
“Taxpayers…have the right to draw
the line at what kind of person they
want teaching students and participating in the tenure process,” stated
a second editorial on May 25. In response, the PSC chapter called the
attacks on Shortell an assault on the
right of all faculty “to speak and
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Brooklyn College was the site of two controversies about academic freedom.
write freely,” and Brooklyn College
faculty demanded that Kimmich let
the sociology department choose its
own chair.

CHANCELLOR SILENT
In a June 3 open letter to Chancellor Goldstein, PSC President
Barbara Bowen reminded him that
academic freedom is protected under the PSC contract. She demanded that the chancellor “send an unambiguous signal that the normal
University procedures will be followed in the election of Professor
Shortell and that witch-hunts of
faculty will not be condoned at
CUNY.” (At Clarion press time,
more than a month later, Goldstein
had not responded.)
On June 6, Shortell withdrew his
name from consideration as department chair, expressing disappointment with lack of support he had received from the administration. “If it
were simply a matter of resisting
the media attacks, I would have remained,” he told Clarion. “But the
longer the college administration
delayed in making a decision, the
more the department’s work environment deteriorated.”
Shortell said it was “curious” that
he had not been contacted by President Kimmich or the investigating
committee. “In fact,” he added, “I
still don’t know whether or not the
committee is still ‘investigating’ me.
It is rather Kafkaesque.”

By the time Shortell withdrew, the
Sun had fired another salvo. On May
31, an article charged that one of the
criteria used by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) to evaluate the
School of Education’s curriculum
amounted to “screening students for
their political views.” The article,
however, focused its attack on an assistant professor of education, Priya
Parmar.
The Sun’s report featured two
students who had complained to
the School of Education about “Parmar’s alleged disapporval [sic] of
students who defended the ability
to speak grammatically correct
English.” Citing the class syllabus,
the Sun claimed that a central
theme of Parmar’s class was “the
idea that standard English is the
language of the oppressors while
Ebonics, a term educators use to
denote a dialect used by AfricanAmericans, is the language of the
oppressed.”

ASSIGNED READING
But in fact no such statement appears in the syllabus, and Parmar
said that the Sun had distorted both
her views and her teaching. She believes it is essential for all students
to learn standard English, she told
Clarion. “They have to be able to
succeed in the mainstream,” Parmar said.
“I also believe in the need to ap-

preciate and respect linguistic di- the Sun implied, the students wrote,
versity,” she added. “It’s my job to Parmar never said that non-stanexpose my students to different di- dard English should be taught in
alects of English.” The reference to classrooms.
English as “the oppressors’ lanParmar said it was “comforting”
guage,” she said, comes from an as- that so many students had reached
signed reading by a former Distin- out to her to express their support.
guished Professor of English at City “I love to teach,” she told Clarion. “I
College and the Graduate Center, am used to students challenging the
bell hooks.
content of the course, that’s natural
Two students who were found to and expected. I encourage it.”
have used plagiarized material in
the final class assignment com- RACISM
Bowen’s open letter to Chancellor
plained that this was an act of political retaliation. In a letter to the Sun, Goldstein called on CUNY to reject
the dean of the School of Education the Sun’s vilification of Parmar and
said that the plagiarism finding was the School of Education. The letter
simply based on the facts, and that condemned the racist assumptions
an appeals process was available to underlying the Sun’s attack on Parany student who felt his or her mar, noting that “the Sun’s screed
about Professor Parmar, who is a
grade was unfair.
Other allegations in the article in- woman of color, leaned heavily on a
cluded the charge that Parmar had mischaracterization of her teaching
forced students to watch the film on Standard English and Ebonics,
Fahrenheit 911. The Sun did not and treated with contempt the idea
mention that the film was chosen by that reducing social inequities is relmajority vote of the students, to an- evant to education.”
On June 7, more than 70 faculty
alyze in a lesson on media literacy
and political propaganda. The paper members attended a PSC chapter
also reported that four students meeting to plan further action. They
were said to have dropped out of expressed bitter disappointment in
Parmar’s class; in fact, only one stu- President Kimmich’s weak stance.
“It hadn’t really occurred to me that
dent did so.
The Sun attempted to tie its at- a president’s first instinct would not
tack on Parmar to a broader criti- be to protect his faculty,” said Scott
cism of NCATE’s role in accrediting Dexter, associate professor of comschools of education – though it puter science.
“Faculty members from the right,
failed to note that NCATE was the
choice of CUNY’s chancellor for City left and center voted unanimously
University’s teacher training pro- for the two resolutions presented by
the union,” said David Bloomfield.
grams.
The article alleged that by pro- One resolution set plans for the fall,
moting evaluation of “dispositions” including an educational campaign
for effective teaching, NCATE was on “the centrality of academic freeexcluding conservatives from the dom to Brooklyn College’s mission
profession. It objected to NCATE’s in this diverse borough.”
statement that good teaching could
be influenced by “values such as car- CHAIRS IN QUESTION
The other noted that “President
ing, fairness, honesty, responsibility,
and social justice,” arguing that the Kimmich has questioned whether or
not academic freedom applies to delast is irrelevant to education.
In their interviews with the Sun, partment chairs,” and emphatically
however, no student mentioned the reaffirmed that it does. It pointed out
issue of dispositions or its relation to that department chairs are covered
by the PSC contract, which
social justice. Parmar told
states that academic freeClarion that dispositions Faculty
dom applies to all union
were not assessed in that defend each
members, and that they
class and were not an eleother, their are elected by their peers
ment in students’ grades.
to represent the departThe Sun’s article quoted profession
ment’s views. “Departonly two faculty members at
Brooklyn College. One of them, his- ment chairs are called upon to make
tory professor Robert David John- academic judgments on personnel
son, was featured prominently, de- and policy,” it emphasized, “[and] can
nouncing the “extremist beliefs ar- best carry out these duties with the
ticulated by Professor Parmar.” In protection of academic freedom.”
Parmar and Shortell both praised
June almost every faculty member
in the School of Education signed a the union’s quick and firm reletter addressed to Johnson, asking sponse. “When this erupted into the
him to refrain from attacking other news media, the union was the first
faculty members through the press. place I turned,” Parmar said. “It
The Sun interviewed four stu- was just a natural reaction, and the
dents who were critical of Parmar to union has been my greatest level of
varying degrees, but none of the support.”
“I am proud to be part of group
dozens who rallied to her defense.
“Professor Parmar challenged our of scholars and teachers who
views and sought further inquiry re- refuse to be pushed around,”
gardless of where she personally Shortell said. “This time I was the
stood on our positions,” said a letter one in need of assistance. Next
signed by more than 30 students time, I have to be willing to come to
from that class. Contrary to what the aid of others.”

